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SPINAL SPLINTING

Background
Long backboards historically are commonly used to attempt to provide rigid spinal “immobilization” 
among EMS trauma patients. However, the benefit of long backboards is largely unproven. The long 
backboard can induce pain, patient agitation, and respiratory compromise. Further, the backboard can 
decrease tissue perfusion at pressure points, leading to the development of pressure ulcers. In addition, 
recent studies have supported self-extrication of select patients and allowing the patient to self-splint to 
minimize spinal movement.  As such, the use of a rigid backboard should be limited to assistance with 
movement at the scene or for support under the vacuum splint.  This protocol is a guideline and EMS 
provider judgment must be used on each patient for appropriateness of immobilization. 

A. Spinal splinting IS indicated including cervical spine precautions in the following patients:
1. Blunt trauma AND altered level of consciousness (GCS < 15)
2. Blunt or penetrating trauma AND neurologic complaint (e.g., numbness or motor weakness)
3. Palpable deformity of the spine 
4. High-energy mechanism of injury AND any of the following:

a. Drug or alcohol intoxication
b. Inability to communicate
c. Distracting injury where the patient is NOT able to concentrate on a complete spinal 

assessment

Use caution in patients less than 5 years old and patients who are greater than 65 years old.  These patients 
have a higher risk of significant spinal injury and EMS providers should consider spinal splinting in 
appropriate situations even if they do not meet the criteria above.

B. Spinal splinting MAY BE indicated in the following patients: 
1. Normal level of consciousness (GCS 15)
2. Midline spine tenderness to palpation (especially significant pinpoint isolated tenderness).
3. EMS providers concern for a spinal injury
4. Normal level of consciousness (GCS 15)

C. Spinal splinting is NOT indicated in the following patients:
1. Penetrating trauma WITHOUT a neurological complaint (e.g. numbness or motor weakness)
2. Atraumatic neck or back pain
3. No spinal or neurological complaints AND there are no indications for splinting as outlined in 

section A.

D. Technique and considerations:  
Spinal splinting is a process that requires the correct tools, critical thinking, and constant reassessment. The 
most common method you will be using is by employing a cervical collar and gurney. Here are some tools:

1. Long backboards may be used for extrication or movement at the scene. They should rarely, if 
ever, be used as the sole spinal splinting device for transport to the hospital when other devices are 
available.

2. Studies have shown that using a scoop for patient transfer onto a splinting device causes less 
spinal manipulation than traditional “log-rolling.” Scooping may also be an easier method of 
transferring a patient to a vacuum mattress.



3. Vacuum mattresses may be carried on backboards with straps or on a combi-cot with handles.  A 
backboard or combi-cot placed under the vacuum mattress not only provides easy transport of the 
patient, but also provides protection of the vacuum mattress against wear on harsh surfaces.

4. A Stretcher/gurney alone may be used for spinal splinting in low risk patients. The most 
appropriate position is flat, but semi-fowlers position is acceptable to address respiratory 
conditions or for patient comfort if there is no concern for lumbar injury. Lateral positioning may 
be required in a patient who is vomiting.

5. If cervical spinal splinting is necessary, rigid cervical collars, soft cervical collars, cervical 
“wrapping” of vacuum mattress, pillows, or towel rolls may be utilized as deemed appropriate. 
Alert and cooperative patients may be allowed to self-limit motion, if appropriate, with or without 
a cervical splinting device.

6. Studies have shown increased cervical motion with traditional EMS extraction from vehicles. 
Patient self-extrication is allowed in select patients and patients can self-splint to minimize spinal 
movement. Pull sheets, other flexible devices, scoop-like devices and long boards may used for 
movement at the scene. If a long board is used for patient movement at the scene, the patient may 
be transferred to the vacuum mattress and/or stretcher alone for transport to the hospital using 
protocol criteria.

7. Vacuum mattress spinal splinting is the preferred equipment for spinal splinting and transport 
when splinting is deemed necessary.  However, when a mattress is not available, or in multi-
casualty incidents, the use of alternative means of spinal splinting to include rigid splinting 
devices can be used. 


